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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of this report may be reproduced or transmitted in any form
whatsoever, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any informational
storage or retrieval system without express written, dated and signed permission from the author.

DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES:
The information presented herein represents the view of the author as of the date of publication.
Because of the rate with which conditions change, the author reserves the right to alter and update his
opinion based on the new conditions. The report is for informational purposes only. While every
attempt has been made to verify the information provided in this report, neither the author nor her
affiliates/partners assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions. Any slights of
people or organizations are unintentional. Estimate of earnings is based on industry standard
calculations and do not represent actual figures. Individual results may vary. If advice concerning legal
or related matters is needed, the services of a fully qualified professional should be sought. This report
is not intended for use as a source of legal or accounting advice. You should be aware of any laws
which govern business transactions or other business practices in your country and state. Any
reference to any person or business whether living or dead is purely coincidental.
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Warning
The contents of this report are capable of making
for you a PASSIVE INCOME for Life!
If you feel you won’t take action on what
you are about to read, just close this report now.
No hard feelings, okay?
For your convenience, PRINT THIS OUT FIRST
This report will give you the ability to PRACTISE
IMMEDIATELY so GET READY!
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“Would You Like To Earn Huge Fat
Instant Unending $9.5 (N1,500)
Commissions Just by Referring People
You Already Know to “The Amazing
Laptop Website”?…
The No-Cost, Low-Effort Way to
Generate A Passive Online Income!
…Without A Product, Without A
Website
If you are interested, simply register for a FREE training at
www.onomemaureen.com/affiliates.htm

By obtaining a copy of this report, you automatically qualify to receive 50% instant
commissions on the sale of The Amazing N14,000+ Laptop Breakthrough report as
our affiliate.
This is our special Bonus #2 for obtaining a copy of this report.
We have already designed the website, all you need do is to register to be our affiliate
and we would train you for FREE and…
…also upgrade you to our Advanced Affiliate Masters Training Program at a small
fee.
The selling price of the manual at the special website is N3,000. You take half of this
(50%) as out affiliate paid instantly into your affiliate account.

All you need do is to register for FREE at
www.onomemaureen.com/affiliates.htm and grab your affiliate link.
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Introduction
Hi, Onome Maureen here, and I’d like to thank you for obtaining a copy of my
BONUS report Fastecash Crazy Affiliate Cash aka How To Make Quick
and Easy N91,000 in 7-14 Days ONLINE into Your Bank Account
WITHOUT a Product or Salesletter

As an online business Coach and Consultant domiciled at
www.onomemaureen.com I’m often asked by most online business wannabes
either one of these questions:

Question #1: How can I make money online?
My answer to this question is “To make “real” and “consistent” money online you
need to SELL something – Yes, you need to sell either a Product or Service
ONLINE”
But many complain that they do not know what to sell! This report you have in
your hands will answer this question for you

Question #2: What online business can I start that will not take my time and so
much money?
Here is my candid answer to this question >>> You need to start an Affiliate
Marketing Business!
I recommend that if you do not have the time or so much money to invest in your
own indepth Online Products Business, then you should go for the Affiliate
Marketing Business.
Fortunately again, this report is all about Affiliate Marketing in Nigeria.
Yes, you can make a consistent income online as an Affiliate Marketer in Nigeria
and what you have in your hands is simply a BASIC Affiliate Marketing
Training.
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What is the Affiliate Marketing Business?

The Affiliate Marketing Business is a business that involves receiving a
commission by referring someone else to purchase a company’s product or
service through you.
This means you become an affiliate of such companies. An example is as
follows:
Company X is a company that sells televisions. Company X has an affiliate
program (which is free to join) that will reward an affiliate 5% of the product
price if they refer a paying customer to their site.
If the customer buys a television that is $1500.00, the affiliate gets a
commission of $75.00
If the affiliate refers 5 paying customers that day, they will make $375.00.
Though we are talking in dollars, let me give you a typical example of how the
Affiliate Business works even offline in Nigeria.
Have you ever been to Yaba market in Lagos? Assuming you want to buy a
particular color of a shirt and the shop where you entered does not have it.
See affiliate marketing in display>>>
The shop attendant either tells you to wait and goes to bring the color you want
and you pay him or he takes you to another shop where you can get the color
you want and you pay.
But what you may not have realized is that:
1. If he brings the shirt to you, he adds his commission to the cost of the shirt
and he receives that commission – He becomes an affiliate
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2. If he takes you to his friends shop, his friend would add his commission for
bring a customer to him – He pays you as an affiliate

Here is another example, my dad is a medical doctor and his hospital has an
outsourced laboratory attached to it.
When patients are referred to this lab through his hospital, my dad gets a
commission each time he does this. He is now an affiliate.
I’m certain you too would have 1-7 other examples you have seen or practiced
yourself as an affiliate.
So this online business works big time!
The really cool thing about the Affiliate marketing business ONLINE is that you
could get up to 40%-70% commission as an affiliate which the OFFLINE model
will not give you.
Sometimes, you can even get up to 100% commission as an affiliate on the
product that you refer.

Here are 11 reasons Why Affiliate Marketing Is An Ideal Online Business For
You:
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11 reasons Why Affiliate Marketing Is An Ideal Online
Business For You
Here are 11 reasons Why Affiliate Marketing Is An Ideal Online Business For
You:
#1 - No Production Costs – The cost to develop and produce a new product is
high for almost anyone who wants to start a home-based business. With the
affiliate business even in Nigeria production costs are zero. The product has
been developed and proven – and even a website designed free of charge for
you.
#2 - Low Cost Set-up – Compared with building a brick and mortar store,
starting an Affiliate home-based Internet business is relatively cheap. All you
need is have access to the internet, a website or blog, computer, MS word and
basic training to get started.
#3 – High Affiliate commissions in Nigeria works - Yes, you can make cool
cash online as a Nigerian Affiliate marketer using our own Alternative to
Clickbank affiliate marketing platform called Fastecash. Plus you can earn a
high 50% commission on any product without your website or product.
#4 - You don’t need your own product – You are placing an ad on your site
with your affiliate link (the link identifies you to the retailer of course so you can
get paid.) The customer then clicks on the link and for any purchases they
make you are paid a commission. This means you can sell anything you are
willing to advertise, and you don’t need to set up credit card facilities, shopping
carts or store products!
#5 - Your Pay is unlimited - When you work for someone else, they decide
how much you are worth. When you work for yourself, you decide how much
you are worth. Affiliate Marketing is a job in which the harder you work, the
more you make.
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#6 - You choose your own hours – At a regular 9-5 job, they tell you what
hours they want you to be there without considering your wants or needs. When
is the last time you weren’t able to attend an important function because of your
job? As an affiliate marketer, you choose your hours.
#7 - No Customer Service Concerns - Do you hate the prospect of dealing
with nasty people or customer complaints? Don’t worry about it! The merchant
handles the snivelers.
#8 - You won’t get fired - Let’s face it. The economy is not doing the greatest.
When you work for someone else, you always face the chance of getting let go.
With affiliate marketing, as long as there are products being sold online, you will
have a job.
#9 - You can make money from your hobby - The good thing about affiliate
marketing is that it is not limited to certain products. There are affiliate programs
for all types of people with all types of interests. If you have a particular hobby,
you can make money off of something you are passionate about.

#10 - It can be fun - Don’t get me wrong, there is work involved in Affiliate
Marketing. However it can be fun. One crucial part of online marketing involves
researching. Although research is involved, it is done by browsing and posting in
forums, social networking sites, and video sites. Research can also involve
watching television and reading magazines. What 9-5 job lets you do that?

#11 - Choose From Thousands of Products and Services – What isn’t sold
online? That list must be shorter than the one describing all that IS sold online.
There are thousands and thousands of affiliate programs selling every product
under the sun. That makes it easy to find products related to your current or
planned web site.
Affiliate marketing business is a very lucrative business, imagine one of my
affiliates right here in Nigeria being paid N110,000+ by us just one week
ago. So it works big time.
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But in order to succeed in it, you should have this at the top of your mind that
affiliate marketing is a business and should be treated as such.
So if you’re serious about succeeding as an affiliate marketer, then get yourself a
mentor right away and do it right the first time. Which is what this basic training
report is all about.

How Affiliate Marketing Works in Nigeria Online
Affiliate marketing in Nigeria works online by you simply going to Nigeria’s #1
online products store, register a FREE merchant account and grab an affiliate
link from a hot product. You then promote your affiliate link to your friends both
offline and online.
You get paid instantly into your merchant account when people buy the products
you refer to them via your affiliate link.
These people must pay online either using their own merchant account or paying
online via their interswitch or Verve ATM cards.
Affiliate marketing online abroad also works on this same principle. The affiliate
has a FREE merchant account called Paypal and people buy products online
through their affiliate link in two ways: Either via their own merchant accounts too
or their credit card online.
But can I give you an advice?
Always get the people who you refer to pay through your affiliate link to pay
online using their merchant accounts. So first thing you tell them is to register a
FREE merchant account at www.onomemaureen.com/fastcash.htm
One wow thing about this Affiliate Marketing Business in Nigeria, is that…
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…people can pay anytime whether 2 a.m at night and instantly get the products
they pay for online.
They do not have to send a payment email or SMS or wait for their payments to
be confirmed before they get access to the product they paid for. No, it’s
INSTANT.
As they pay, they get the product, YOU get your commission too.
Let’s get into this training proper.

Step #1 to the Affiliate Marketing Business
You register a FREE merchant account at www.onomemaureen.com/fastcash.htm
Follow the instruction by clicking on the link on that page and the picture below
comes up. Make sure to fill in your correct name as seen in your bank account so
that you can easily cash it.
When you visit that link online, you would see:
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Scroll down to the bottom of the page and fill the other details. Keep your
password and username safe. Fill in the Turing number and click on I have
read and agreed to the User Agreement and finally click on Submit.

The next page you see will tell you to check your email for an activation link. So
check your email for a mail from Fastecash saying Online Registration
Activation.
Click on the link in it below to activate your merchant account as seen below.
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When you click on that link, you can then login to your fastecash account using
your username and password. This is what your fastecash account looks like:
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Do you see the section called Account Overview with Naira Account reading
N0.00? That is the place that will show your affiliate earnings.
Let’s assume that 50 people bought the Amazing laptop report through your
affiliate link, you would see that you have earned N75,000 and that Naira
Account would be Naira Account = N75,000.00
How is this possible?
The product sells at N3,000. Your affiliate commission is 50% which is half of
N3,000. So 50 people X N1,500 = N75,000
That’s not all, when you hit this 50 people sale, just send me an email me saying
"I've Made 50 Sales", email proofs and your fastecash affiliate username, and
your fastecash affiliate username, and I'll send you ANOTHER N16,000 within
24 -48 hours. That's a whole $100 when you convert to Naira.

This makes you a N91,000 in affiliate commissions through me.
N75,000+ N16,000 = N91,000
Wow!!! Right?

We have other BONUS commissions for just 10 sales, 50 sales and 100 sales.
By the time you are done, you would have earned a FREE N60,000 as BONUS
for just being our affiliate.
To be our affiliate and receive further trainings, register for FREE at
www.onomemaureen.com/affiliates.htm
Let’s move on to how to get your affiliate link immediately.
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Step #2 – How to Get Your Affiliate Link
Now that you have a merchant account, it means you can now receive your
commissions into your account.
The next thing to do is to get your Affiliate link. For the purpose of this report,
where you will discover how to make N91,000 as an affiliate online, the product
you would be promoting for this is my Amazing Brand New Laptop report selling
at N3,000.
To get your affiliate link for this report to earn 50% commission and a bonus of
N16,000 FREE of charge in addtion from me (Onome Maureen), then visit
www.info-mart.com
The page below comes up:

Click on My Account at the top of the website and login with your fastecash
account details as seen below:
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After clicking on Submit, the next page that comes up are the InfoMart
Agreement Terms, read it and click on I Agree
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Do you see the Sales Report section in the red box? Whenever someone pays
through your affiliate link for the Amazing Laptop report, you would see the
sales/commissions in that section.
There are 3 ways to know when someone pays through your link:
1. Your Info-mart.com account like the one above
2. Your Fastecash account
3. An email notification of payments you have received sent to your email.
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So click on Marketplace at the top of your account and this comes up:
In the first blue box, you can see a section for category, sub-category and
keywords.
In the Category section, select Money & Employment.
In the Sub Category section, select Entrepreneur
In the Keywords section, type Onome Maureen so that you can see all my
products and finally click on Submit.
When you do so, all my products which you can get your affiliate link comes up.
At the time of this writing we only had 3 products there, but we are working on
putting others.
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So scroll down to the section product where you see the Amazing Laptop
product called How To Get A Brand New N14,000+ Laptop with FREE
Shipping as seen in the picture above.
To get your affiliate link click on the Promolink in the red box but before we
do so, let me quickly explain some terms:
Price: N3,000 is the cost of the product
Commission: 50% means you take 50% or half of the cost of the product, i.e.
N1,500 when someone buys through your link.
Visit site: Means when you click on the link, you would see the salespage of that
website freely designed for you.
Promolink: Means when you click on that link, you would see your real affiliate
link there for you to copy and use.
It’s best to always visit the salespage of an affiliate website to confirm that
it is ONLY the fastecash button and not the bank details of the merchant on
it.
Because if there are bank details on the website and you are an affiliate, it
means that when you direct your friends to that site throygh your affiliate link,
they could pay at the bank and you do NOT receive a commission because the
payment was nto done though your fastecash link.

So to get your affiliate link click on the Promolink and a page comes up like
the one below saying:
“Congratulations! You are now affiliated with this product. You can
now earn commission by referring people to buy this product.
Use the following referral link to promote the product”
http://www.info-mart.com/affiliates/?affid=82842&p_id=1114
FREE report REVEAL How To Quickly Convert Your Hobby, Work, Skills, Experience or Anything You Already
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As seen below:

The long link beginning with http://www.info-mart.com/affiliates/..... Is YOUR
affiliate link for my Amazing Brand New Laptop report. So copy it and save it as
a draft in your email.

But that your affiliate is too long for you to remember and quite ugly. So the next
thing you should do is to shorten it and make it pretty.

Step #3 - How To Shorten Your Affiliate Link
Now that you have copied your affiliate link inorder to make it smart, you need to
shorten it using FREE services online such as www.bit.ly and www.tinyurl.com
But for this example, go online to www.tinyurl.com and the page below comes up:
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From the picture above, in the section that says Enter a long URL to make tiny
That is the section you would put your long affiliate link you have copied.
In the section for Custom alias (optional). Although it says it is optional, I
strongly advise that you put any name that would be easy for you to remember
when you shorten your link e.g. For MY own affiliate link in this example I put a
custom alias called cheapminilaptops
If you don’t put a custom alias, your link would be shortened but it will still contain
a mixture of small letters and numbers like http://tinyurl.com/df35uq
Sometimes, your shortened custom alias maybe used by another person, so
choose another name.
Also, when choosing your alias, choose a name that is related to the product and
is easy for you to remember, okay? Like me I chose cheapminilaptops
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So after putting you long affiliate link and custom alias, finally click on the Make
TinyURL button beside where you pasted your affiliate link and my long affiliate
was shortened to http://tinyurl.com/cheapminilaptops as seen below:

If your link was successfully shorted, you will see this notice on the page that
comes up after clicking on the Make TinyURL button >>>
Tinyurl was created as seen in the big blue box above.
Viola!!!
Copy this YOUR shortened affiliate link. This is YOUR link to the Amazing
Brand New Laptop report. You will use that affiliate link to rake in your
N91,000 commissions online.
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Now the next thing you are to do is to promote this your affiliate link to your
friends, facebook friends, email contacts, forum etc.
This is where the real work begins – more on that later.

How To Make Quick and Easy N91,000 Online
in Just 7-14 Days!
I will shout it out loud to you that it is achievable even if you have not made a
kobo of your own online before now.

YES! This is possible.
You will be able to make N91,000 in 7-14 days with my Amazing Brand New
Laptop report oninfo-mart.com. Go check it out here…

As you have seen for yourself, the price is N3, 000 or $17 for international
market.
The target of this report is 50 sales, just in case you sell below or above that,
here are what you earn:
If you sell just 10 copies of the ABNL report you make N15,000 with a secret
BONUS commission from me.
If you sell just 20 copies of the ABNL report you make N30,000.
If you sell just 50 copies of the ABNL report you make N75,000 with an extra
N16,000 from me as BONUS commissions.
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If you sell just 100 copies of the ABNL report you make N150,000 with a secret
BONUS commission from me.

To see what these various secret commissions from me, visit
www.onomemaureen.com/affiliates.htm

Now, you need to stop what you are doing now to grab your affiliate link using
this report.
In our next lesson you’ll discover how to promote your affiliate link to make
N91,000 in 7-14 days.

Step #4 - How To Promote Your Affiliate Link for
CRAZY Affiliate Cash

Thank you for reading this report, expect the next report in a few days if you have
registered to be our affiliate at www.onomemaureen.com/affiliates.htm

If you have any questions or problems, please feel free to send me an email at
affiliates@onomemaureen.com and I’ll get back to you.

Of course my GSM number is 0803 930 7316 only Mondays – Friday 9am – 5pm.
Only the BEST is good enough for you!

Onome Maureen
www.InfoBizBuilders.com
Project Manager
Trillionet Resources LTD.
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